SPECIALIZED PHILATELIC CATALOGUE OF CANADA AND BRITISH NORTH AMERICA, by Dr. L. Seale Holmes and Associates (8th Edition) .......................................................... 7.00
CANADIAN STAMPS WITH PERFORATED INITIALS, by SNAPS Perforin Group .......................................................... 1.00
THE SQUARED CIRCLE POSTMARKS OF CANADA, by Dr. Alfred Whitehead .......................................................... 1.50
THE CANADIAN PRECANCEL CATALOGUE, by W. G. Walburn (5th Edition) .......................................................... 1.50
CATALOGUE OF CONSTANT PLATE VARIETIES, by Hans Reiche (2nd Edition) .......................................................... 2.00
THE POSTAL STATIONERY OF CANADA, by Nelson Bond .......................................................... 4.75
CANADIAN RAILROAD CANCELLATIONS, by T. P. G. Shaw .......................................................... 1.50
THIRD COMPLETE ADDENDUM TO APRIL 1954 (to above) .......................................................... .30
FOURTH COMPLETE ADDENDUM TO JUNE 1955 (to above) .......................................................... .40
THE CANADIAN PLATE BLOCK CATALOGUE, by Major White (2nd Edition) .......................................................... 2.50
CANADA PHILATELIC LITERATURE, by A. L. McCready .......................................................... 1.25
DINKY DAMUS VARIETIES, by Aubrey Kelson .......................................................... 2.00
CANADA — Notes on the 1911-1925 Series, by Hon. George C. Marler, Transport Minister in the Dominion Government .......................................................... 2.50
NOTES ON THE POSTAL HISTORY OF CANADA, by E. Durant Halliday .......................................................... .50
NEWFOUNDLAND AIR MILLS, 1919-1939, by Dalwick and Harmer .......................................................... 2.75
CANADA & NEWFOUNDLAND STAMPS IN COVER CATALOGUE, by Harry M. Konwiser and Frank W. Campbell .......................................................... 2.00
100 YEARS OF CANADIAN STAMPS, by R. S. Mason .......................................................... 4.00
SCBC “CAPEX” Issue No. 92, with articles by Dr. Holmes, Messrs. Barr, Mason, Goodale, Knoliser, Campbell, Petch, Norton, Belanger, Roberts, Webh: 9-page article on “100 Years-Plus”; The Postmarks and Postal History of Canada; 8-page article on “Canada Officials”, the most comprehensive issued to date. A must for every philatelic library.......................................................... .30
THIRD CANADIAN PHILATELIC EXHIBITION HANDBOOK AND OFFICIAL CATALOGUE issued for exhibition held in Montreal in 1923 .......................................................... .60
“CAPEX” OFFICIAL CATALOGUE, with many fine B.N.A. articles .......................................................... .50
SCOTT’S DOLLAR CANADA CATALOGUE (1958, 3rd Edition) Survey of 1945 Royal Train Covers, by Eugene Barna .......................................................... 1.25 .15
BRITISH COLONIAL HANDBOOK, by Alden C. Johnson .......................................................... 1.00
FORGERIES OLD AND NEW, PART I, Alden C. Johnson .......................................................... 1.00
FORGERIES OLD AND NEW, PART II, Alden C. Johnson .......................................................... 1.00
ALL IN FUN, A collection of 300 stamp cartoons from Stamp Wholesaler .......................................................... 1.00
1956 CATALOGUE OF CANADIAN COINS, TOKENS AND FRACTIONAL CURRENCY, by J. E. Charlton (4th Edition) .......................................................... 1.50
CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND PAPER MONEY, by J. E. Charlton .......................................................... 2.00
CANADIAN BANKS AND BANK NOTES, by C. S. Howard .......................................................... 2.25
CANADA COIN CATALOGUE, by N. C. Carmichael (1958 Edition) .......................................................... .50
GT. BRITAIN COIN CATALOGUE, by N. C. Carmichael (1954 Edition) .......................................................... .50

Many other specialized Philatelic Catalogues in stock such as PIM’S of New Zealand: Union of South Africa Stamps—A Handbook/ Catalogue, Volumes I & II. All items sent well wrapped and stamps of philatelic value used for postage. A complete line of all Canadian philatelic reference books and literature in stock. Write for further information on any of the above items, or ask to have them sent to you on a 10 day approval so that you may personally inspect these items before you make your final purchase.

All items may be imported into England for these publications are no longer subject to restrictions by Board of Trade. Payments may be remitted in any convenient form (add 15c exchange to cheques drawn on Canadian banks).

STAMP COLLECTORS’ EXCHANGE CLUB

J. R. COOKE, President
C. P. S. #4170

ARKONA 3
ONTARIO
CANADA
EVERYTHING
For
STAMP
COLLECTORS

You Can Always
Do Better At

Vincent's Stamp Shop
294 St. Catherine St. W.
MONTREAL - QUE.

AUCTION SALES
of Rare and Valuable
British
North America
and other Postage Stamps
held regularly
Illustrated catalogues available a month before sale date.
Estate Properties solicited for sale at auction or outright purchase.

J. N. SISSONS LTD.
59 Wellington St. W.,
Toronto, Canada
Phone: EMpire 4-6603
Cables: Sistamp, Toronto.
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THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

IT IS a great pleasure indeed to welcome to our ranks the NOVA SCOTIA STAMP CLUB as Chapter No. 50, and all the more so as the application for chartership came directly from the club, without any prompting of any kind from your officers or directors, something that does not often happen. I am sure that our relations will be durable and mutually satisfactory.

The stage is all set for Windsor. While we know that a few of our old stalwarts will be missing this year, as they have to attend FIPEX, which overlaps a day, we also know that their thoughts will be with us and that we shall see them again in Ottawa next year. Attendance will not be affected, as we shall see the usual contingents from the southern parts of Quebec and Ontario and there will certainly be a large number of visitors from across the Detroit river.

As I am writing these lines, I have heard that we shall have, at the Exhibition, quite a few exhibits from our Western and Eastern members. This is all to the good, and I most sincerely hope that the time is not far away when the Annual Exhibition will have at least one exhibit from EVERY chapter district. Is this being utopian?

I am looking forward to meeting many old friends and making many new ones, so till then ... ON TO WINDSOR!

* * *

C'est avec grand plaisir que nous accueillons le NOVA SCOTIA STAMP CLUB, comme chapter no. 50, d'autant plus que ce club important nous a envoyé sa demande d'adhésion de son propre chef, sans aucune stimulation ou pression de la part de qui ce soit parmi les membres du bureau. Je suis bien sûr que dans de pareilles conditions, nos relations ne manqueront pas d'être agréables et cordiales.

Tout est prêt pour Windsor. Nous n'y verrons pas certains de nos vieux fidèles qui doivent se rendre à FIPEX, mais je sais qu'ils penseront à nous et que nous les reverrons l'année prochaine à Ottawa. L'assistance d'ailleurs n'en souffrira pas, car à part les contingents d'usage qui viendront du sud des provinces de Québec et d'Ontario, nous verrons un grand nombre de visiteurs de Détroit et de la région.

Je m'attends au grand plaisir de renouer de vieilles amitiés et d'en faire des nouvelles, et en attendant ... EN ROUTE POUR WINDSOR!

L.-M. Lamoureux, président.

NEW ARRIVAL

THE SQUARED CIRCLE POSTMARKS OF CANADA

By Alfred Whitehead

The Library is very pleased to announce that a copy of this very interesting handbook has been obtained by the Library. This work recommended to all who are interested in postmarks. It is very nice to learn that Philately embraces a much wider field than the Postage Stamp. Handbooks on postmarks are a much welcomed addition to Philatelic Literature in many cases long over due. May we see more studies of this nature. This hand-

book is well worthwhile to all collectors and students of Canada postmarks.

Patrons of the Library are requested not to hold books any longer than necessary. Your fellow member may be waiting for the book you have. In some cases there is a waiting list, at present there are three. The magazine service is going along nicely. But please, do not hold magazines any longer than a few days. Distances are great and magazine post slow. REMEMBER, THE LIBRARY IS YOURS, USE IT.

Herbert Buckland, Librarian.
BACK IN MAY of 1923, collectors noticed that Canadian stamps, on mail from certain government departments, were perforated O.H.M.S., with the letters 'M' and 'H' 5-holes high. The stamps were regular King George V (Admiral) issue, of 1912.

The Finance Department did the perforating, in Ottawa, and distributed these postage stamps to various Government offices for exclusive use on Government mail. The issue was continued until March 11, 1935, and embraced Scott No. 104 to No. 210, or Gibbons No. 246 to No. 334.

RESEARCH
The first organized step in gathering of information about these stamps, was taken in 1940, by the British Columbia Philatelic Society of Vancouver, when a committee of Salt, Nicholson, Milliard and Gordon were appointed to compile a list of the known varieties. In 1942, the committee, along with Garrett and Daggs, produced a check list of 142 varieties. Garrett, a former Government official, had collected these officials since 1928, and had developed a guide to the eight positions of the perforating of the stamps, depending on whether the sheets were fed into the machine face-up, head-up, face-down, gum-up, face-up, or gum-up face down, which gave four positions, then if the sheet was fed sideways, it naturally gave four additional positions. These he called the A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H positions, and dedicated his copyright system, through the B.C. Philatelic Society, for the general use of philatelists.

GUIDE TO THE PERFORATION POSITIONS IN THE 5-HOLE AND 4-HOLE
The perforating machine would perforate a row of ten small size stamps at a time, with the sheets fed in flat, often several sheets at a time, causing 'missing perfs.' Where a row has been perforated twice, these are 'doubles'; if perfored three times they are 'triples' XX, then we have a 'compound' where perfored one way, then fed in another way, such as 'A&C.' We have rare instances where one row is missed in the perforing, giving a 'Z' Imperforate Pair.

THE 5-HOLE PERFORATED O.H.M.S.—Type 1
The 5-Hole perforated extended from July, 1923, to March 11, 1935, and includes the 1912 King George V Admiral issue, Scott No. 104 to the 1933 Commemorative issue (Gibbons No. 246), Scott No. 210, C.1 to E.9, Air Mail, and Special Delivery. The Nos. 112, 118 and 167 are the lower priced items in this group, at around $4 each.

PERFORATING OF O.H.M.S. DISCONTINUED
From March 12, 1935, to July 1, 1939, perforating was discontinued, and the Post Office Department

The Author,
ROY WRIGLEY, 2288 Bellevue Avenue, West Vancouver, B.C., has specialized in Canada Officials. His collection of 512 out of a total of 702 varieties, was awarded Silver Medal at the BNAPS Exhibit at Hartford, Conn., Oct., 1955. He has published a checklist @ $1.50, and completed a price structure of all the varieties.
supplied all Government offices with regular postage stamps.

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT PERFORATES 5-HOLE STAMPS

On July 1, 1939, the Post Office Department took over perforating of all stamps supplied to Government offices. They recalled all stamps on hand in those offices, to be perforated on their 5-Hole perforating machine. Among those returned we find the odd Commemorative of 1913, the 1935 King George V, Silver Jubilee, 1935 King George V, also the Air Mail C.1 to C.6, and Special Delivery, E.1 to E.9. The numbers returned were quite limited and all are scarce. Of those returned some were in broken sheets, and in feeding these into the machine, on occasion we have a pair, one perforated and the other not perforated, designated in Wrigley's Checklist as 'Z'. These are among the rarities in the officials, and are found in the 5-Hole and 4-Hole. They have a value around $50 each pair.

In a letter from Mr. L. J. Mills, Director of Financial Services, Post Office Dept., he states, "I therefore believe that it is correct to state that the two perforating machines in 1939 were destroyed. (5-Hole)."

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT PERFORATES 4-HOLE STAMPS—Type 2

In July, 1939, the Post Office Department installed a new machine to perforate O.H.M.S. with the letters 'H' and 'M' four holes high. The 4-Hole perforating commenced with the 1937 King George VI (Scott No. 231, Gibbons No. 357) carrying through the 1939 Royal Visit, 1942 War, 1946 Peace, 1949 Revisited, The Air, Air Special Delivery, and the Special Delivery, to (Scott No. E.4, and Gibbons No. 515.) These are relatively cheap, ranging from 1c where the perforing is in the normal positions of A, C, E and F, to several dollars, when they have been fed into the machine in an awkward, or incorrect manner, giving a B, D, G, or H position. The Scott Nos. 228, 224, 225 and 226, or Gibbons No. 347, 348, 349, and 350 perforated 4-Hole were a few of the 1935 King George V issue returned from the Government offices to be perforated 5-Hole, but were received after the new 4-Hole machine was installed. Their limited number indicates their rarity.

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT OVERPRINTS O.M.M.S.

Type 3

In September, 1949, recognizing the cost of manually perforating the number of stamps required, the Post Office Department overprinted O.H.M.S. stamps, commencing with the 1942 War issue, 1949 Revisited, 1946 Air Mail, and 1950 Special Delivery, Scott No. 01, to 15a, C.01, and E.01, or Gibbons Nos. 875 to 418, 407, and S15.) In the overprinted we find a Missing Period after 'S', in the War 1c, 2c, 10c, 20c, 50c and $1, 50c Oil, Revisited 1c, 4c and 5c, and Air 7c. In addition, in the 1c Revisited the Missing Period exists after the 'M', and in the 5c Revisited, after the 'O and H', after the 'H' and after the 'M'. We also have the Narrow Spacing, in the War 1c, 2c, 3c, 4c, and in the Revisited 1c, 2c, 3c, 4c and 5c.

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT OVERPRINTS 'G' OFFICIALS

Type 4

On September 30, 1950, recognizing that French, as well as English, is an official language, and that the corresponding words in French did not conform with "On Her Majesty's Service," the latter 'G' was used, meaning 'Government' or 'Government,' These extended from the 1950 Revisited, 1946 Peace, 1950 Resources, 1952 Change of Color, 1952 Regular issue, 1953 Queen Elizabeth 1c to 5c, 1954 Q.E. 5c, 50c Texile, 10c Eskimo, 7c Air Mail, and 10c Special Delivery. In the overprinted 'G' we find two errors, in the 10c Fur No. 026, with the 'Missing G,' and also with the 'G' Misplaced, on the top of the skin.

CANADA OFFICIALS A RECOGNIZED B.N.A. GROUP

Collectors who have set aside these Canadian postage stamps, because of their being perforated,
would do well to bring them out, and see if they have some valuable items. Wrigley's recently issued Checklist of these Canada Officials, lists 325 varieties in the 5-Hole perfs., 301 in the 4-Hole perfs., 42 in the Overprinted O.H.M.S., and 30 in the Overprinted 'G', together with four items in the Stationery.

Canada Officials definitely constitute a most interesting phase in B.N.A., as not only the overprinted, but also the perforated, were regular issues by the Canada Post Office.

---

Notes From The Librarian

The magazine "Holiday" for March has an article "What do you Collect" with a full page illustration of various articles that collectors collect, amongst these articles, there is group of a dozen stamps, which a side note states "Stamps—a pedigreed assortment worth about $12,000".

While these things are nice to see, I am rather inclined to think, they give a wrong impression of Stamp Collectors and Stamp Collecting. That it is only a "Hobby for the man with Money". Non-collectors often when shown a collection will say, "why that must be worth a lot of money," when the owner knows quite different. The younger collector is often discouraged by these articles, likewise the new beginner, who may shrug his shoulder and say "what is the use"?

So, I am very pleased to write, that to offset this I have donated to the Library, the latest book on stamp collecting. "STAMP COLLECTING ON A SMALL INCOME" By Kenneth E. Chapman. Editor of Stamp Collecting. There are 16 plates and six line drawings. Of course a large portion is devoted to Great Britain, as it came from over there. Nevertheless there is some very good advice and hints, on the collecting of many other popular countries, including soundness from the investment standpoint. Well worth reading. If interested write for it. Usual Library Terms.

Many thanks to Walter Bayley for a valuable contribution to the

---

CHARLES L. BRISLEY

Canadian Philately in the United States, as well as in Canada, has sustained a great loss in the sudden death of Charlie Brisley. He was a collector of many things pertaining to art, but his greatest interest was stamps, so much so that he would rate his greatest personal achievement the winning of the Grand Award for his Canada collection at Chicago in 1936.

Charlie was a great traveller. He covered most of the United States and Canada at one time or another, and everywhere he went he associated with the local societies and collectors. His knowledge was extensive, and nothing was too much trouble when his advice was sought. He was a lovable character.

Even when he disposed of his Canadian collection about ten years ago, that by no means killed his interest in the hobby, nor did two serious illnesses he suffered just after. Five years ago he was at Capex, where he knew nearly everybody by their first names. Even at last down at Lake Worth, Florida, he became president of the Palm Beach Club, and was general chairman of Florex, 1956.

Perhaps his greatest love of all was for the Canadian Philatelic Society. Honorary life member No. 60, he attended the conventions whenever possible, and contributed the Brisley Grand Award Trophy. He was born near Sarnia, Ont.

Anyone who visited at his home knows the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. Brisley. They spared nothing in looking after the comfort of their philatelic visitors. Those who knew him best, will miss him most.

To Mrs. Brisley goes our deepest sympathy. May she draw much comfort from deep streams.

James Law.

Library in the shape of a fine article on the 20¢ Bordeaux, Type III, of France, from "La Philatélie française" (in French).

Herbert Buckland, Librarian.
The Realm Of Stamps

By Montor

THE UNITED STATES POST OFFICE is to be highly complimented on the production of such a lovely stamp to further the work of Wildlife Conservation. This, the first stamp in a series of three, depicts a wild turkey in flight against a sparsely wooded background and was reproduced from a drawing by Bob Hines, Artist of Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Department of the Interior. The stamp will be released at Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, on May 5 on the occasion of the Convention of the Wisconsin Federation of Stamp Clubs and the United States Post Office is to be again congratulated on their consideration in placing it on first day sale at a Philatelic convention. Stamp collectors desiring first-day cancellations may send a reasonable number of addressed envelopes to the Postmaster at Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, with money order remittance to cover the cost of the stamps to be affixed. The outside envelop to the Postmaster should be endorsed "First Day Covers."

There simply is no basis for comparison of this beautiful stamp with the two so-called Wildlife stamps being issued by Canada on April 12.

The Australian Post Office has announced that during 1956-57 stamps that have been in use for a number of years will be replaced by new designs illustrating Australian life and development, industry, communications, flora and fauna and scenes. In making this announcement Postmaster General C. W. Davidson stated that three or four stamps printed in two or more colours would be issued featuring Australian flowers. He also said that the issue of a stamp, perhaps in December, 1957, was under consideration illustrative of the spiritual significance of Christmas.

The idea of issuing a stamp at Christmas time might well be considered in Canada. A stamp of the 2 cents denomination, of commemorative size, perhaps showing a winter scene, printed in green and red and placed on sale in November would be extensively used and appreciated by the public for use on the mailing of Christmas cards. It would also provide excellent publicity for Canada's winter sport attractions.

The Australian Post Office also announce that in view of the rapidly increasing use of the 6½d. stamp for domestic airmail letters that it is proposed to utilize for this denomination a design significant of communications by air. The Royal Flying Doctor Service is being considered as a stamp design subject. The present Australian ½d. and 2d. stamp designs would eventually be replaced by others portraying H.M. Queen Elizabeth II so that the lower denominations from ½d. to 3½d. would all bear the Royal Portrait.

It has just been announced as we go to press that Australia will issue four special stamps to commemorate the Melbourne Olympic Games which are being held from November 22 to December 8.

The 3½d. stamp, for internal postage, will portray the Arms of the City of Melbourne, and the 7½d. stamp will depict the Olympic Torch and the Southern Cross, indicating the first Olympic Games to be held in the Southern Hemisphere.

The stamps of higher value will be in colour photogravure. The 1/- value will show Australia's Collins Street and the 2/- airmail will depict the City of Melbourne from across the River Yarra. The 3½d. stamp will be issued in booklets of 12 stamps. A 10d. commemorative aerogramme will also be issued. Arrangements have also been made to provide pictorial postmarks for the various post offices associated with the Olympic Games.

The Crown Agents have announced that it has been decided
Present

New

to change the watermark in the Crown Agent's stamp paper to a representation of the St. Edward's Crown over the letters CA in block capitals instead of the Tudor Crown over CA in script as at present. The present and new watermark are illustrated. It is stated that it is proposed to bring the revised watermark into force with the new issues of stamps. Individual announcements will be made regarding each new issue concerned. It is not intended that the watermark will be changed in new printings of stamps already in existence with the present watermark.

Last Call for Convention. From the latest reports the success of this year's Convention and Exhibition at Windsor under the auspices of the Windsor Y Stamp Club seems assured. It is now up to the members to make every effort to attend what will be an outstanding event in the history of the Canadian Philatelic Society.

RECORD OF NEW ISSUES

ADEN. New colours. The 2/- value was issued on March 1; the 25 cents on March 15 and the 5/- on April 11.

ADEN-QU'AITI. 50 cents aero-gramme issued April 1.

BARBADOS. The 24 cents and 48 cents with Royal Portrait changed were issued on March 1 and the 60 cents on April 3.

8 cents registration envelopes were released for sale on March 1.

BRITISH GUIANA. Aerogrammes bearing a reproduction of the current 6 cents stamps and 2 cents new wrappers were released for sale on January 25.

MALTA. The 1d., 1 1/2d., 2d., and 6d. values of the new definite issue were placed on sale on February 9.

NORTH BORNEO. The $5. and $10. stamps have been ordered with Royal Portrait changed.

TOKELAU ISLANDS. The current 1/2d. stamp was withdrawn from sale on March 26 and issued surcharged 1/- on March 27.

TRISTAN DA CUNHA. Set of five postage due labels have been ordered: 1d. red, 2d. orange, 3d. green, 4d. blue and 5d. purple. Design will feature the figure of value in bold figures.

ARGENTINA

104 ANIVERSARIO DE LA BATALLA DE CASEROS

1852 150 1956

ARGENTINE. A 1.50 pesos stamp was issued on February 3 to commemorate the 104th Anniversary of the Battle of Caseros. Illustrated above.

FINLAND. A 30 mark stamp, as illustrated on page 6 showing the Church at Lammi, one of three new stamps to be issued this year, was issued on March 4. The other two new value are to be a 35 marks and a 40 marks.
In celebration of the centenary of Finland’s first postage stamp an International Philatelic Exhibition will be held this year from July 7 to 15 and a 25 marks commemorative stamp will be placed on sale during the Exhibition.

BELGIUM. Three semi-postal stamps to commemorate the 200th anniversary of the birth of Mozart were issued on March 5, the surtax being for the benefit of the Belgian Pro-Mozart Committee. The 80 plus 20c shows the Palace of Charles of Lorraine in Brussels where Mozart performed at the age of seven; the 2 plus 1 fr. shows a portrait of the composer as a child when he visited Brussels; and the 4 plus 2 fr. shows an inset of H.M. Queen Elisabeth of Belgium and in the background the first measures of the allegro of a Mozart sonata composed in Brussels in 1763.

FRANCE. A 15 fr. swallow blue and steel blue stamp showing the Belfry at Douai was placed on first day sale at Douai on February 11 and on general sale two days later. Illustrated on page 6. A 15 fr. indigo depicting Colonel Driant (1855-1916) was issued at Neufchatel-sur-Aisne on February 21.

A 30 fr. blue and yellow stamp, illustration above, to commemorate the 40th anniversary of the Battle of Verdun was placed on first day sale at Verdun and Paris on March 3 with general release two days later.

GREENLAND. The 40 ore blue and the 1 Kr. yellow-brown values of the Polar Bear type stamps have been surcharged 60 ore and were placed on sale on March 8.

ICELAND. Set of eight values in the new ordinary series showing main electric power plants and the principal waterfalls still unharnessed in Iceland. Issued April 4. 15 aur Ultramarine, 50 ore green, 60 aur yellow brown, 1.50 Kr. dark violet, 2 Kr. dark brown, 2.45 Kr. dark grey, 3 Kr. blue-green, and 5 Kr. dark green. Designed by Stefan Jonsson, Reykjavik and engraved and printed by Thomas De La Rue & Co., Ltd., London. The 60 aur value is illustrated on page 6.

ISRAEL. Particulars of the last four values of the “Tribes Set” are as follows: — 50 p. turquoise Emblem of Dan; 120 p. olive, Issachar; 200 p. dark green, Joseph; and 250 p. grey, Benjamin.

A 160 p. green, blue, dark brown and yellow stamp, as illustrated on page 6, will be issued in April in honour of Memorial Day and the Eighth Anniversary of the Proclamation of the State of Israel.

A 300 p. orange and green stamp will be issued in May, as illustrated on page 6, showing oranges as grown in Israel, on the occasion of the Fourth International Congress of Mediterranean Citrus Growers which is being held in Israel.

JAPAN. A 10 yen will be issued on May 3 in honour of the World Judo Championships to be held in Tokyo. Authorized printing 5 million.

MONACO. Now illustrated on page 6 are three of the set of nine values to be issued in honour of “Fipex” as chronicled in this column last month.

Set of five postage stamps—1 fr., 2 fr., 3 fr., 5 fr., and three airmail stamps—100 fr., 200 fr., and 500 fr.—with a total face value of 826 fr., will be issued on April 19 on the occasion of the wedding of Prince Ranier III and Miss Grace Kelly. It has been announced that the issue will be limited and that the stamps will only be on sale on that one day.

NETHERLANDS. Set of five semi-postal stamps will be issued on April 28 to mark the 350th.
anniversary of the birth of the world famous artist Rembrandt Harmenszoon van Rijn who was born in the Netherlands on July 15, 1606. The 2 plus 3 cents bluish grey shows "Farmer in high cap"; 5 plus 3 cents greenish grey, "Young Tobias and Angel"; 7 plus 5 cents golden brown, "Persian in fur cap"; 10 plus 5 cents dark green, "Old blind Tobias"; and 25 plus 8 cents brownish red, "Self portrait painted in 1639". Printed from steel plates on unwatermarked paper by Johan Enschede en Zonen, Haarlem. They will be on sale at post offices until June 22 and have postal validity until December 31, 1957.

PHILIPPINES. A 5c violet and 20c green issued on March 16 to mark the campaign now being conducted to improve health conditions in rural areas. Illustrated above. Authorized printings 500,000 of the 5c value and 700,000 of the 20c stamp.

SAAR. The Saarmesse 1956 stamp, 15 fr. red-brown and green issued April 14 with authorized printing of one million. The 15 fr. olive green and light green to mark the Day of the Postage Stamp will be issued May 6 and the 15 fr. plus 5 fr. Red Cross stamp will be issued May 7.

SWEDEN. Set of three stamps, issued April 16 to mark the Equestrian Competitions of the Olympic Games to be held in Stockholm from June 10 to 17. Design shows a Greek equestrian figure taken from the frieze that decorates the Parthenon on the Acropolis at Athens. Series consists of 20 ore red, 25 ore blue and 40 ore green. The 20 and 25 ore stamps issued in coils and booklets of 20 and the 40 ore in coils only.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. A special 3 cent blue stamp to commemorate the centennial of the anniversary of the birth of Booker T. Washington showing a cabin similar to the one in which he was born issued on April 5 with first day sale at Booker T. Washington birthplace, Virginia.

The $5. Alexander Hamilton stamp issued on March 19 was printed by the flat bed process.

The 20 cent blue in the new regular series showing a view of Monticello, the home of Thomas Jefferson, issued at Charlottesville, Virginia, on April 13.

The first of the three Wildlife Conservation stamps a 3 cent showing a wild turkey in flight will be issued at Fond du Lac, Wisconsin on May 5 on the occasion of the Convention of the Wisconsin Federation of Stamp Clubs. The design was reproduced from a drawing by Bob Hines, Artist of Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Department of the Interior.
28th Annual Convention and Exhibition
Canadian Philatelic Society
Windsor, Ont., April 26-27-28, 1956

Calendar of Events

(Subject to Change)

Thursday, April 26—Windsor “Y” Gymnasium.
10.30 a.m.—Exhibition and Bourse Opens.
Judging of Exhibits.
7.00 p.m.—Official Opening.
8.00 p.m.—Reception for Ladies in the “Y” Parlors.
10.00 p.m.—Exhibition and Bourse Closes.

Daily Tours Through
Ford Motor Company 10.00 a.m.-2.00 p.m.
Chrysler Corporation 9.30 a.m.-1.30 p.m.
Hiram Walker hourly.

Plan to Visit the Amherstburg Historical Museum.
 Churches near the Hotel and “Y” Building
All Saints’, 330 Windsor Ave., Anglican.
Central United, 628 Ouellette, United.
St. Andrew’s, 405 Victoria, Presbyterian.
St. Alphonse, 65 Park E., Catholic.
Shaar Hashomayim, 115 Giles Blvd. E., Jewish.
Temple Baptist, 664 Victoria, Baptist.

Friday, April 27—Windsor Y.M.C.A. Gymnasium.
10.00 a.m.—Exhibition and Bourse Opens.
Registration of Members and Visitors.
12.00 noon—Ladies’ Luncheon at Elmwood Casino.
2.00 p.m.—Shopping in Detroit—Ladies.
8.00 p.m.—Card Party for the Ladies.
9.00 p.m.—Tour Through the Windsor Post Office and Railroad Post Office.
10.00 p.m.—Exhibition and Bourse Closes.

Daily Tours Through
Ford Motor Company 10.30 a.m.-2.00 p.m.
Chrysler Corporation 9.30 a.m.-1.30 p.m.
Hiram Walker hourly.

Baseball at Detroit: Cleveland vs Detroit.
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Plan to visit the Amherstburg Historical Museum.

Saturday, April 28—Windsor Y.M.C.A. Gymnasium.
10.00 a.m.—Exhibition and Bourse Opens.
10.30 a.m.—Annual Meeting of the Canadian Philatelic Society—Prince Edward Hotel.
11.30 a.m.—Annual Directors’ Meeting of the Canadian Philatelic Society—Prince Edward Hotel.
3.00 p.m.—Auction at the Y.M.C.A.
6.00 p.m.—Exhibition and Bourse Closes.
6.30 p.m.—Reception, Elizabeth Room—Prince Edward Hotel.
7.30 p.m.—Annual Banquet, Main Ballroom—Prince Edward Hotel.
Presentation of Awards.
Drawing of Door Prizes.

Sunday, April 29—Prince Edward Hotel.
9.30 a.m.—First Annual Convention Breakfast of “The Order of Tie” Members only.
Bring your wife—even if she hates stamps: (we have that kind too.)
See You in Windsor.
SWEDEN. "THE SKILLING BANCO" REPRINTS

As all collectors of Scandinavian stamps know, the currency of Sweden was changed to a decimal system in 1858. The postage values after this were expressed in RE. Nearly all the existing stocks of the "Skillning Banco" issues were destroyed. A small number was kept for Post Offices of other countries, as example of Swedish stamps. The balance left was not enough to meet the demand for these stamps. It was therefore decided by the Swedish Government to reprint these values. Several printings were made in the course of time.

I have just had sent to me by a friend a description of these reprints and the various reprintings. Taken from the "Stamps Magazine" of November 1955. (G. B.) Which in turn reprinted from "Svensk Filatelistisk Tidskrift". This article gives a very good account of the differences between the various reprintings of the "Skillning Banco" series with excellent diagrams.

I will be pleased to send this to any member interested. Just write to me. Incidentally; I believe these, notwithstanding the change of stamps, are still valid for postage, currency. They were reprinted as late as 1955. Being government reprints, places them in a different category than private reprints. Some years ago I saw a collection of these reprints which were included in a collection of Swedish Stamps, which were given to the delegates at the Postal Congress when it was held in Sweden.

Herbert Buckland, Librarian.

REVIEW

Radio-Philatelia

Every day, topical collecting is getting more and more popular and here is a little book which will not fail to interest anyone looking for a new sideline.

This little handbook delves into the collecting of stamps having some connection with radio or any form of telecommunication and it is surprising to discover how far reaching this is and how many stamps have already been issued dealing with the subject. It would not, for example, have come into our mind that the talking drums featured on No. 133 of the Gold Coast were a form of telecommunications and yet they are undoubtedly!

Wireless, radio, television, telephone, telegraph, electronics, flag signalling, have all been the subject matter of stamps at some time and the field is indeed vast for such a new comer—and what a lusty newcomer! — to our daily routine.

We must however, object to the opening sentence of the publisher’s release which accompanied the copy handed to us and which we quote: “Philately — the king of hobbies and the hobby of kings—has come a long way from the old fashioned system of assembling stamps according to countries and issues.”

Old fashioned indeed! We bow to the topical storm of today, but to say that it is old fashioned to collect stamps according to countries and issues. . . . Well!!

L. M. L.


Note: A copy of this handbook is in the C.P.S. Library and may be obtained from the Librarian, Mr. Herbert Buckland, Box 252, Port Perry, Ont., on the usual terms.
N.T.S.C. HAVE BIGGEST EXHIBITION YET

Eight hundred visitors were attracted to the first two-day exhibition (13th annual) of the North Toronto Stamp Club on March 24th and 25th.

A total of 47 entries, competitive and non-competitive, were displayed in more than 200 frames. Invitation exhibits included world classics from an internationally famous collection, Bavarian proofs, essays and booklet sheets, and two frames from the United Nations in New York.


Trophies were given as follows:
ALLAN CHARLESWORTH (BNA 19th cent.) Walter P. Carter;


Novice award — CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE SILVER ROSE BOWL—was won by Walter E. Theobold. AMERICAN TOPICAL SOCIETY CERTIFICATE went to H. E. Guertin. The PHILATELIC SPECIALISTS SOCIETY presented their medal for original research to W. H. P. Maresch, and the album for best in the Kiloware Class was won by W. J. Banks.

NOMINATIONS FOR DIRECTORS — 1956/57

(Nominator and Secorder in brackets)

A. H. Christensen, Montreal (L. Lamoureux & D. A. Patrick, Toronto).

W. V. Crouse, Windsor (R. Martin & Miss M. Wylie, Toronto).


N. Lagios, Montreal (E. S. Anasir & W. Griffiths, Montreal).

Louis M. Lamoureux, Toronto (Stuart Johnstone, Vancouver & R. J. Duncan, Armstrong).

Ray Martin, Toronto (L. Lamoureux & Miss M. Wylie, Toronto).


D. A. Patrick, Toronto (G. des Rivières, Québec & L. Lamoureux, Toronto).

Eric Rushton, Simcoe (Elmore D. Taylor & J. Barchino, Brantford).


(Signed) F. C. Green, Secretary.
CLASSIFIED

Rates—3c per word, first insertion, minimum 15 words or less, 45c; succeeding consecutive insertions of same ad 2c per word. Please indicate what heading ad to go under.

CASH WITH ORDER PLEASE
Open to Members of the C.P.S. Only.

SPECIAL OFFERS

CANADA AIR MAIL Rarities for sale or exchange. D. Amos, 112 Walnut Street, Winnipeg 10, Manitoba, Canada. (4)

$20.00 CATALOG ALL DIFFERENT. Not Junk. $2.00. Gordon Vaughn, Southport, Manitoba. (4)

CANADA OFFICIALS Checklist of all 700 varieties $1.50; Collection of 100 different $7.50. Scott No. 118, No. 173, No. 281 and No. 283 5-Hole (Cat. $1.10, special $5). Send your wantlist or selection sent on approval. ROY WRIGLEY, 2268 Bellevue Ave., WEST VANCOUVER, B.C. (5)

WANTED

WANTED—USED CANADIAN accumulations, collections, dealer stocks, and unpicked mixtures. Kenneth Dolbee, 1929 Wellesley Dr., Toledo 5, Ohio. (Feb)

WANTED. Part III Translations from Kohl’s Handbook—Greece, Translated by Zervas, Gwen Dawson, 81 Day Avenue, Toronto. (4)

Free! VALUABLE U.S.A. PLUS COMPLETE U.S. CATALOG

Sensational Get-Acquainted Offer! Get this scarce genuine postage stamp, as illustrated, picturing first U.S.A. (issued in 1847!) PLUS big collection of 30 all-different United States: 19th century, valuable $5 stamp, etc. PLUS pocket beautiful Commemoratives including ‘93 Columbian, Boy Scouts, Wild West, many others. EXTRA: other exciting offers; 64-page Collector’s Guide; Big Bargain Catalog of U.S. Stamps. Send 10¢ for mailing expenses. Limited Offer. Act Now!

HARRIS, 2489 Transit Bldg., Boston 17, Mass.

Meetings
Every Thursday
At 8 p.m.
Juniors at 7 p.m.
Except during the Summer months.

VICTORIA HALL
WESTMOUNT
VISITORS WELCOME

Have You Sent In Your PROSPECTUS and RESERVATION for the CONVENTION
Windsor Y Stamp Club

NORTH TORONTO STAMP CLUB

Meetings:
Second and Fourth Thursdays at 8.30 p.m.
Trading from 7.30 p.m.
North Toronto Memorial Gardens
80 Eglinton Avenue West
VISITORS WELCOME

THIS SPACE FOR SALE
To A C.P.S. Chapter
Write To
Miss Gwen Dawson
81 DAY AVE.,
Toronto 10, Ont.
J. P. S. AMBASSADOR TO FIPEX

The Council of the Junior Philatelic Society in London has appointed ALBERT L. MICHAEL to be the Society's Ambassador at Fipex.

ALBERT L. MICHAEL, an experienced philatelist, of the well-known Strand stamp dealers, H. E. Wingfield, Ltd., will be in the U.S.A. from 24th April to 23rd May and will be staying at the Henry Hudson Hotel, 353 West 57th Street, New York 19, where members and other interested philatelists are invited to communicate with him.

With its headquarters at 44-45 Fleet Street, London, E.C.4., England, the Junior Philatelic Society is the largest philatelic society in the British Commonwealth, and circulates The Stamp Lover free to members. Life subscription is £10.10s. ($30.00).

The following have applied for admission to the Society, if in 30 days no adverse reports are received by the Secretary, they will be admitted to full membership.

6547 R. E. Morden
6548 J. A. Dubols
6549 M. H. Ginsberg
6550 Dr. F. E. Colien
6551 W. Thompson
6552 G. M. McLure
6553 A. E. Taylor
4783 A. A. Audet
6554 Gary Mackness
6555 Reg. Gollup
6556 F. V. Wilson
6557 P. L. Brown
4357 F. W. Snell
4208 Geo. Willoughby
6265 C. H. Reiniche
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6550 Dr. F. E. Colien
6551 W. Thompson
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6557 P. L. Brown
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CORRECTIONS TO BE MADE TO YEAR BOOK

Change of address:
5075 H. G. Gosney—194 Maplehurst Ave., Willowdale, Ont.
4849 C. A. Kemp—134 Forest Hill Rd., Toronto 7, Ont.

Correction of name:
6295 D. F. McIraw should read D. F. McCraw.
3277 C. R. McNeil should read C. R. McNeil.
WANTED
BY COLLECTOR
Covers with 2 or 4 ring numeral cancellations on 5c Beaver any 1868 and 1 or 3 cent 1870 small cent. Must be legible.

STUART JOHNSTONE
2091 W. Broadway
VANCOUVER, B.C.

If You Collect
CANADA
B.N.A. PROVINCES
BRITISH AMERICA
UNITED STATES
or even Other British Colonies

YOU STAND TO GAIN
By being on my active mailing list. Send 10c today for current Offers. See for yourself that it will save you many collecting worries.

L. A. DAVENPORT
230 Lonsmount Drive
TORONTO 10, Ontario
CANADA
Member of all major Societies

SPECIALISTS IN
PHILATELIC PRINTING
OF ALL TYPES

CHARTERS Publishing Co. Ltd.
600 Jarvis St. - Toronto, Ont.

GEO. VI.
Selling dealer surplus at N.Y. wholesale. Coverage is almost 100% complete, mint and used.

WRITE NOW FOR MY GREAT BARGAIN LIST.

FRED DUNN
P.O. Box 400
CALGARY CANADA
FROM THE SALES DEP'T.

All Aboard! We shall soon be seeing you in Windsor at the Convention, at the Bourse. Give your support to these fellows who have been working so hard for the last 12 months.

Sales are keeping up to record heights. For the month of January $2200.00 and February $2250.00. Are you participating in this interesting department. All you simply have to do is write me a letter.

FOR SALE

We have a fair stock of all the modern Canada Commems. and if you are interested in any of the following items we will be pleased to select nice used copies for you at the price of 2c each. No orders less than $1.00 please. HERE THEY ARE: BELLS, CITIZENS, PRINCESS, R. GOV'T, NEW'F'D., HALIFAX, 4c CAPEX, ROYAL VISIT, RED CROSS, GOOSE, WILDLIFE, CORONATION, CRANE, I.C.A.O., ALTA.-SASK., SCOUT, HOCKEY.

All Enquiries Re Sales Dept. and the above items Send to

CYRIL WOODHEAD

123 Albertus Ave. Toronto 12, Ont.
THE SIGNS of SATISFACTION

21.6.55
I must also say, as a satisfied client, that I think your terms are very attractive and reasonable considering that you have the best markets and that there is so much work to do with the stamps.

Dr. M. C. L., Cleethorpes.

16.7.55
I am pleased to declare you that I was always satisfied with my purchase of this year in your auctions and that I highly appreciate the perfect descriptions of the lots and the kindness of your staff in answering all my questions.

R. B., Genoa, Italy.

11.10.55
... I deem it a privilege to be a customer of such a satisfactory firm.

G. E. B. W., Sheffield.

8.12.55
I should like to express my appreciation of your fine service during the past year. ... I find the catalogues a philatelic education in themselves and constantly recommend your auctions without reservation to my philatelic friends.

Dr. A. H., Ind., U.S.A.

9.12.55
I was very pleased with my purchase and wish to thank you all for your promptness and courtesy during the past year and help in securing some nice material for an ever-growing clientele.

R. M. L., Ont., Canada.

19.12.55
... a new bidder in your auctions, I am very satisfied with the item received ... your catalogues are much better than average.

J. J. K., Wis., U.S.A.

13.1.56
I am very well satisfied and wish to thank your whole organization for such a splendid result which much exceeded my expectations.


The above are extracts from letters penned to:

ROBSON LOWE LTD.
50 PALL MALL, LONDON, S.W.1.

When replying to this advertisement please mention that you saw it in the "Canadian Philatelist."